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Disclaimer

The analyses and conclusions of the Western Investment Club (“WIC") contained in this presentation are based on publicly
available information. WIC recognizes that there may be confidential information in the possession of the companies discussed in
the presentation that could lead these companies to disagree with WIC’s conclusions. This presentation and the information
contained herein is not a recommendation or solicitation to buy or sell any securities.
The analyses provided may include certain statements, estimates and projections prepared with respect to, among other things,
the historical and anticipated operating performance of the companies, access to capital markets and the values of assets and
liabilities. Such statements, estimates, and projections reflect various assumptions by WIC concerning anticipated results that are
inherently subject to significant economic, competitive, and other uncertainties and contingencies and have been included solely
for illustrative purposes. No representations, express or implied, are made as to the accuracy or completeness of such statements,
estimates or projections or with respect to any other materials herein. Actual results may vary materially from the estimates and
projected results contained herein.
The sole responsibility for the content of this publication lies with the authors. Its contents do not reflect the opinion of the
University Students’ Council of the University of Western Ontario (“USC”). The USC assumes no responsibility or liability for any
error, inaccuracy, omission or comment contained in this publication or for any use that may be made of such information by the
reader.
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Banco Santander
Company Overview
Largest bank in the Eurozone with a strong global presence and sound capital



Founded in Santander, Spain in 1857
Banco Santander is the largest bank in the Eurozone by market value
– Current market capitalization of $97.9bn
– 13th largest bank in the world by market cap



Global network of 14,400 branches and 187,000 employees

Banco Santander branch in London, UK – 35% of gross loans in UK

Banco Santander
Investment History
Nov. 2008
Original Investment:
700 shares at $8.13

Nov. 2009
Sold 500 shares at
$16.20

Today (Nov 2013)
Buy 700 shares at
$8.83

Nov. 2011
Buy 500 shares at
$7.80

Source: Google Finance (5-year stock performance)




Original investment thesis: stock fundamentally undervalued during
financial crisis
Sell thesis: 100% gain, did not sell entire position because still strong value
play with high dividend yield
– Historical dividend yield of 9.0% - 10.5%

Banco Santander
Performance Since November 2011 Buy
27.4% return on Banco Santander to date

Note: Market data as of 10/30/2013



Strong return since November 2011 buy of 27.36%
– Undervalued at current price – capital ratios and asset quality much stronger
than peers under ECB assessment review



Strong dividend return much higher than other banks stocks
– Provides significant investment downside risk
– Management has guaranteed €0.60 annual dividends per share in future

Banco Santander
Investment Thesis
Stable bank, strong capital ratios, attractively valued, low downside
1. Strong gross loans and deposits profile


Largest bank in Spain – diversified globally
with 74% of profits coming outside Europe

2. Potential for net interest margin expansion in
international markets boosting profitability
Banco Santander is Spain’s largest bank by assets



Upward sloping yield curve



74% of profits from retail banking (low-risk)

3. Attractive valuation



Trading below peers on P/TBV – 1.06x very
cheap for a stable bank like Santander



Valuation has been supressed due to
investment risks in Spanish



Upside potential of 17% intrinsic value

4. Very high dividend yield (~9%) provides
significant downside risk protection

Banco Santander
Investment Thesis
Stable bank, strong capital ratios, attractively valued, low downside
5. Attractive strategic initiatives


Santander sell off units that are expensive on
P/TBV (SAN Mexico potential M&A target)



Recent acquisition of El Corte Inglés

6. Resurgent Spanish Economy
Banco Santander is Spain’s largest bank by assets



Signs of Spanish banking sector strengthening



Spanish unemployment decreasing



GDP rose in 3Q2013

7. ECB stress tests


Stronger capital ratios and asset quality than
peers – driven by reduction in nonperforming loans (NPLs)



Greater transparency and confidence in
European banking sector helps valuation

Banco Santander
Loan and Deposit Profile
Forecasted increase in net loans will drive future profitability

Note: Market data as of 10/28/2013

* Adjusted for exchange rate impact



Gross loans steadily decreasing as economies Santander operates in have
experienced difficulty
– Expected loan growth in future in higher credit growth regions



Strong net interest margin of 2.54% on gross loans
– Increase in net loans will drive profitability (upward sloping yield curve)



Very well diversified internationally

Banco Santander
Distribution of Profits by Geographic Segment
Santander strong loan profile well-diversified internationally

* Adjusted for exchange rate impact
Source: Company Reports



49% of total profit from Latin America and 25% of profit from Europe
– Exposed to FX risk from LATAM but higher credit growth region



High diversification in profit generation across ten core countries

Banco Santander
Geographic Breakdown
Macroeconomic outlook improving in Santander core geographies






Source: IMF; Company Reports
Note: Financial data as of 09/30/2013
1 Based on weighted-average YoY of 10 core countries

Better macroeconomic outlook will
drive future profitability in highgrowth credit regions
Weighted average GDP growth in
Santander’s core geographies
expected to improve
Improving economic growth in
Brazil and LATAM helps mitigate
foreign exchange risk
– Santander heavily exposed to FX
risk due to 75% of profits earned
outside continental Europe

Banco Santander
External Analysis: ECB Banks Stress Tests
ECB announces start of comprehensive assessment of EU banks

European banks receive blunt warning from ECB






ECB implements comprehensive bank assessment starting in early Nov
2013 and ending Oct 2014
Designed to dispel doubts about European banks’ financial health
Provide increased balance sheet transparency across the sector
Santander to be one of many European banks to be tested
– Performed above peers on similar test by Oliver Wyman in 2012

Banco Santander
External Analysis: Recent News
Santander increasing exposure to domestic Spanish market
Banco Santander (NYSE:SAN)
 40% of book value was in Deferred Tax Assets
 Under Basel III, DTA’s can no longer be
counted as part of a bank’s core capital buffer
 Proposed changes to convert DTA’s to tax
credits, increasing capital ratios
Banco Santander is Spain’s largest bank by assets

Santander bets on resurgent Spanish economy – Financial Times, Madrid
 First significant investment in Spain since start of Financial Crisis by purchasing
51% of consumer finance division of department store El Corte Inglés
– Deal values finance arm of El Corte Inglés at 415mn euros
– Santander’s consumer unit had gross outstanding loans worth 59.2bn euros in 2012



Increases exposure to struggling Spanish consumers in market where
unemployment rate is 26%

Banco Santander
External Analysis: Spain Economy
Spain emerges from a two year recession


Signs that country’s economy is on the mend:

– GDP rose in Q3 after nine consecutive quarters of decline
– Strong exports, increase in Q3 household consumption
– Slight decline in unemployment in Q3, down from 26.3% to 25.98%
• Due in part to seasonal hiring in tourism

– Foreign investors interested in buying Spanish banks’ bad loans



However, still unfavourable labour market outlook and high household debt

More foreign investors are making deals in Spain


Bill Gates paid $148.4mn for 6% of Spanish construction company FCC
– Buffet and Slim have recently invested in Spain as well



If Spanish economic conditions meet expectations to recover back to
normal, much upside can be realized in this industry

Banco Santander
Comparable Companies Analysis – Trading Multiples
Santander very undervalued on P/TBV

Note: Market data as of 10/30/2013; Financial data as of 9/30/2013



Santander is trading very cheap on price-to-tangible book value (P/TBV)
– Expect to trade along with peers in long-term



Santander may be looking to sell-off units that are expensive on P/TBV
such as Santander Mexico – book value of $5.6bn
– Can allocate capital to areas of faster growth

Banco Santander
Comparable Companies Analysis – Operating Metrics
Santander TCE/TA suppressed in past, expected to increase in future quarters



Santander tangible common equity / tangible assets has been suppressed in
the past due to NPLs and increased loan loss provisions
– This has suppressed valuation in the past



Improving NPLs along with strong loan and deposit portfolio should drive
value in the future

Banco Santander
Comparable Companies Analysis – Operating Metrics
Strong asset quality and capital ratios should drive future profitability



Santander has strong asset quality and capital ratios
– Santander should be less affected by European Central Bank stress tests than
other banks in Spain and Europe



Santander has strong net interest margin of 2.54% by having a presence in
fast growth credit regions – opportunity for margin expansion

Banco Santander
Dividend Discount Model (DDM) Valuation
Implied share price of $10.46 from DDM (17.3% upside potential)



Strong upside potential of 17.3% from DDM implies Santander is trading
below its intrinsic valuation
– Sensitivity range of $8.44-$13.13 shows little downside risk to investment



DDM valuation performed under extremely conservative modelling
assumptions (change in key driver will further increase valuation)

Banco Santander
Dividend Discount Model (DDM) Valuation



Very conservative assumptions used to arrive at intrinsic valuation
– Key value drivers for profitability will be expansion in net interest margin
(upward sloping yield curve) and higher growth in gross loans

Banco Santander
Valuation Summary
Banco Santander undervalued by 17.5% at current stock price




The final implied share price for Santander is $10.38 (17.5% upside)
More weighting placed on DDM valuation and P/TBV as more pertinent in
current banks environment
– P/E not strong valuation metric due to increase in NPLs and provisions

Banco Santander
Valuation Summary
Banco Santander undervalued by 17.5% at current stock price



Target share price for Banco Santander calculated to be $10.38
– Santander trading in lower rage of key valuation metrics

Banco Santander
Risks and Catalysts
Key risks





Foreign exchange rate risk
Slower than forecasted economic recovery in Spain and ten core operating
countries
Potential dividend reform for Spanish banks
Forced equity raise for higher capital may lead to dilution
Catalysts



Positive performance from ECB banks stress tests
– Increase Santander valuation
– More transparency and investor confidence in European banks




M&A activity – potential to sell off assets expensive on P/TBV and reallocate
capital to areas of higher credit growth (SAN Mexico potential target)
Increase in forward yield curve driving net interest margin expansion

Banco Santander
Risks – Foreign Exchange
FX rate exposure as 75% of profit is earned outside of Europe





Profits primarily from LATAM
Well diversified offering protected
profitability
Heavily exposed to FX rate risk
Emerging markets prone to more
volatile exchange rates
– Brazilian real -9 percentage points
against the euro in past year,
Mexican peso +5 p.p., Chilean peso
+2 p.p.




Actively manages exposure through exchange rate derivatives including FX
forwards and options
Currently hedges $22.165 B of investments of permanent nature in Brazil,
UK, Mexico, Chile, USA, and Poland

Banco Santander
Final Recommendation

Buy 700 shares
at $8.83
Total Investment: $6,200
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